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The notes for Using
Be sure to read this before handling.

1. Piping
Blow out air supply lines before connection. Ensure lines are free of all contaminants. Due to the
construction of the product, by some possibility the PNEUMATIC BOOSTER is leaking that each exhaust
port for the reason that wear and damage of seals, etc. So, it is advisable to install exhaust cleaner on
exhaust port.

2.  ir supply
Using the compression air with dry via filter. The operating pressure is 0.7 MPa or less.

3. Hydraulic Fluid (ISO VG22 Standard mineral hydraulic fluid 
Change the hydraulic fluid case of mixed drain and substance in the hydraulic fluid and ancient and
discoloration. The hydraulic fluid used same oil that old and new.
Oil may become black after use immediately. It is for initial abrasion of the packing. It is all right even if
use it.

4. Quantity of Oil
When it was low level condition, supply the oil that the level of oil be situated side of PNEUMATIC
BOOSTER. When machine condition is stopping (PNEUMATIC BOOSTER and hydraulic cylinder is
returned), put confirmation of the oil level in practice.

5. Installation Orientation
Install the minimum oil level of the PNEUMATIC BOOSTER in the position higher as possible than
hydraulic cylinder. (For degassing inside oil)
When quantity of oil in the hydraulic hose between PNEUMATIC BOOSTER and hydraulic cylinder is lower
than 50% of quantity of hydraulic cylinder moving, PNEUMATIC BOOSTER can install toward a bottom in
the range of length of hydraulic hose. (The air in hydraulic hose can degas in PNEUMATIC BOOSTER
when hydraulic cylinder does reciprocating motion.) Refer to page 10.

References : Prepare the oil inside the piping and hydraulic cylinder other than the quantity of the list.

Example : Model PB-100-1015-28
Symbol of fast feed oil capacity (10) = 1.1 liter
Symbol of high thrust oil capacity (15) = 0.2 liter
Capacity of oil (Inside of PNEUMATIC BOOSTER) 1.1 + 0.4 = Total 1.3 liter

Capacity of oil                          Uni t : l i ter
                                  

                

           

               

       

               

               

               

                

                  

               

              

              

              

              

              

CAUTION
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Preparations before the use

Lubrication
① Supply air to P2 of PNEUMATIC BOOSTER and the return side port of hydraulic cylinder, make
situation that returned to a cylinder and a booster .

②Remove an oiling plug, and put oil. The rising oil of the oil level in the side of the
converter is slow. Put oil slowly if oil enter to the neighborhood of the oil label.

③After lubrication, install an oiling plug, and install the pipe of P3. Operate valve for air thrust stroke
drive and degassing of the cylinder inside. Operate the manual button of valve, move a cylinder
from the return side to the stroke end.
For degassing, stop at the upper end for around 5 seconds.

 Perform these around 5 times movement. Add oil to become the appropriate amount again if an
oil level falls. If degassing is over, close the oil filler plug in oiling port.

PB-50
 Exhaust all compressed air from the system using the residual pressure release function. 
Lubrication : Lubricate after pull out a plug while pushing Section-A of upside fittings.
Oil discharge : Pull out a tube while pushing Section-B of upside fittings. Discharge oil after turning

underside fittings. Return a tube after discharge.

PB-100,160,200,300
 Exhaust all compressed air from the system using the residual pressure release function. 
Lubrication : Remove an oiling plug, and put oil. Put oil slowly if oil enter to the neighborhood

of the oil label.
Oil discharge : Remove a nut (Section-C) of upside fittings, pull out a tube or cut upside tube.

Discharge oil after turning underside fittings.
After oil discharge, change an oil level tube and a fittings for new article.
Tighten parts for non-leak. Fittings is size R1/4, and interlock fittings type.
Oil discharge is possible even if loosen a drain plug or a hydraulic hose
coupling.

 Oil level and oil level tube  Remove an oiling plug, and put oil  Remove a nut (Section-C) of upside fittings,
and put oil. pull out a tube or cut upside tube.

Discharge oil after turning underside fittings.

Illustration - 1 Lubrication and Oil discharge for PB-50

Upside oil level

Underside fittings

Upside fittings

Underside oil level

Oil level tube

Oiling port

Fittings

Oil level tube

Illustration - 2 Lubrication and Oil discharge for PB-100, 160, 200, 300

Upside oil level

Underside oil level

Upside fittings

Oil level tube

Underside fittings

Drain prug

Fittings

Oil level tube

 Oil level and oil level tube  Remove an oiling plug, and put oil  Remove a nut (Section-C) of upside fittings,
and put oil. pull out a tube or cut upside tube.

Discharge oil after turning underside fittings.

Warning
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Method of the speed adjustment
All speed adjustment control at air circuit. Adjust by attaching the speed controller of the meter-out type
to each position. Speed becomes slow when speed controller is gradually closed.

Speed controller (Meter-out type)
Position of attach References

Fast feed speed Return-side port of hydraulic cylinder
High thrust feed speed P2 port of PNEUMATIC BOOSTER

Return speed of high thrust feed P1 port of PNEUMATIC BOOSTER To prevent negative pressure
in oil.

Fast return speed P3 port of PNEUMATIC BOOSTER

Method of the thrust adjustment
All thrust adjustment control at air circuit. Adjust by attaching the air regulator to each position.

Air regulator with backflow function
Position of attach References

Adjustment of the high thrust Between SOL-2 and P1 port
When use on the inlet side of
the SOL-2, regulator can be
mounted without backflow
function.

Adjustment of the fast feed thrust Between SOL-1 and P3 port
Don't use on the inlet side of the
SOL-1, as the thrust of hydraulic
cylinder can malfunction.

Method of the drop prevention
When the hydraulic cylinder is mounted to the vertical direction, cylinder rod may fall down by the load
weight such as dies if compressed air supply to pneumatic circuit. It is necessary not to exhaust the
compressed air
in the P port of the hydraulic cylinder to prevent such a fall. Install a pilot check valve in the P port of
the hydraulic cylinder, or install a double check spacer (Internal pilot) in SOL-1.

Method of the intermediate stop
Install a stop valve in the hydraulic circuit (Hydraulic piping). At the same time the hydraulic passage
shut off, make an air circuit the return side. To use the valve of 3 position closed center, the
intermediate stop is possible, but overruns increase.

Hydraulic cylinder
It is necessary for the hydraulic cylinder (Oil actuator) working by PNEUMATIC BOOSTER to work
smoothly with low oil pressure. (Low oil pressure is equal pneumatic pressure)
When use the hydraulic cylinder of the minimum operating pressure is high, fast feed motion may not
Work. The minimum operating pressure of hydraulic cylinder to use with PNEUMATIC BOOSTER is
0.15 MPa or less.

Cushion of hydraulic cylinder
Because the fast feed motion works with hydraulic pressure same as air pressure, in the cushion
domain, movement speed becomes slow. Hydraulic cylinder with a cushion, adjust it to any speed.

Standard circuit High thrust circuit at start

Oil pressure gauge

Air regulator
with backflow function

Air regulator
with backflow function

Check valve
for oil pressure

Hydraulic cylinder
Pressure range of oil
pressure gauge is 25 MPa Cracking pressure of check valve is 0.1 Mpa or less.

Hydraulic hose Hydraulic hose
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Hydraulic hose
The pneumatic booster operates by the round trip of oil and an hydraulic cylinder performs return
operation with air. Therefore, whenever a hydraulic cylinder piston operates, the air of very small
quantity goes into oil.
If this air collects mostly in oil, the fault of power not coming out will occur. In order to extract this air, it
is necessary to return more than the half of the oil used in an hydraulic cylinder to a booster.
The length of piping is restricted so that the piping capacity of the thick line of a lower figure may
become below the half of the oil used in a hydraulic cylinder.

"The oil used in a hydraulic cylinder" is ... quantity of oil for the fast feed stroke of the hydraulic cylinder.

PNEUMATIC
BOOSTER

Hydraulic cylinder

The table which expressed length restrictions of a hydraulic hose with the
size of a hydraulic cylinder.

Stroke (mm) Hose length (m)

O
ilquantity

(cc)

One half of oil quantity of the diameter of a boa
of a hydraulic cylinder, and oil quantity inside
the cylinder calculated from the stroke.

Quantity of the oil in the hose
computed from the path and length
of a high-pressure hose.

Caution : When you use steel pipe SCH-80 from 1/4 to1/2 inches, hang 0.65 on the length of high-pressure
hose, and from 3/4 to 11/4 inches, hang 0.9

Example : The hydraulic cylinder of "Bore size 80 mm" "Fast feed stroke 220 mm"
In the case of 3/4 inch hydraulic hose length (L size) is 1.95m or less
and 1 inch is 1.10m or less.

Oil piping
(Hydraulic hose)
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No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Desc r i p t i on O ring Y packing O ring O ring O ring Y packing
Mode l No . P24 IDI 10.20.8 S46 P10A P7 PGY50

Q' t y 1 1 4 2 1 2

                  

Mode l
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Pr e s s u r e
i n t e n s i f y i n g

r a t i o
O ring O ring wearing Piston packing Y packing Penta seal O ring

PB-100 16 times G40 G95 SWB100  PGY100 ISI 25.33.5 PS25 P14
28 times G35 G95 SWB100  PGY100 IDI 18.28.8 PS18 P14

PB-160 16 times G55 1517#36 SWA160 PSD160 ISI 40.50.6 PS40 P20
28 times G55 1517#36 SWA160 PSD160 IDI 30.45.10 PS30 P20

PB-200 25 times G75 1517#42 SWA200  PGY200 IDI 40.56.12 PS40 P20
PB-300 29 times G100 G290 - P285 IDI 55.71.12 PS55 G45

Q'ty 1 4 1 1 1 2 1

 "PGY" packing of No.4 is two.

Order with the "Seal kit for PB - **** - **" when seal kit is needed.

The notes at the time of seal replacement.
Disassembly of a PNEUMATIC BOOSTER can all disassemble elegance, if the nut which is binding
four tie-rods is removed.
After decomposition should wash each part article enough with lamp oil etc, and the portion which
inserts especially packing should spray and clean compressed air. If garbage has adhered, it will
become the cause of packing damage.
Be careful not to make it damaged, after applying grease, in case packing is inserted.

   

Direction

   

Direction

PGY packing
   

Direction
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HIROTAKA MFG. CO.,LTD.
HEAD OFFICE 5-89, Ikoma-cho, Kita-ku, Nagoya City, Aichi 462-0832, Japan

Phone +81-52-991-6111 Fax +81-52-991-6115

BRANCH OFFICE 207 Castle-Shinkoiwa, 1-56-14, Shinkoiwa, Katsushika-ku, Tokyo 124-0024, Japan

Phone +81-3-3651-4230 Fax +81-3-3651-4231

http://www.hirotaka.co.jp/eng


